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11. Carbonate and Evaporite Environments 

11.1 Introduction 

11.2 Carbonate Shelf (nonreef) Environments 

• Depositional setting 

• Sedimentation processes 

        Chemical and biochemical processes 

   Physical processes 

• Skeletal and sediment characteristics of carbonate deposits 

• Examples of modern carbonate platforms 

• Examples of ancient carbonate shelf successions 

   Isolated platforms 

   Rimmed shelves 

   Ramps 

   Epeiric platforms 



11.3 Slope/Basin Carbonates 

11.4 Organic Reef Environments 

• Modern reefs and reef environments 

Depositional setting 

Reef organisms 

Reef deposits 

Low-energy reef facies 

• Ancient Reefs 

Reef deposits 

Occurrence of ancient reefs 

11.5 Mixed Carbonate-Siliciclastic Systems 

11.6 Evaporite Environments 

• Modern evaporite environment 

Nonmarine environment 

Shallow marine environment 

Deep-water environment 

• Ancient evaporite environment 
Nonmarine environment 

Marine environment 

 



Carbonate depositional 

settings 
• Shelf margin  

• Shelf 

– Outer more normal marine 

– Inner restricted 

• Margin slope and base of slope 

• Basin 





CARBONATE HIERARCHY - UNITS 

• SHELF COMPLEX – Mix of shelf, shelf margin & 
adjacent basin facies evolving in response to 
complete & complex cycles of changing base  level 
& paleogeography 

• MARGIN COMPLEX – Shelf, shelf margin & 
adjacent basin facies evolving in response to a cycle 
in changing base  level 

• STACKED CYCLES OF BEDS – Vertical character 
of beds from varying depositional settings 

• BEDDING – Internal character including lithology, 
geometry, sedimentary structures, & fauna 

• ALLOCHEMS – Lthological components, their 
cementation & diagenesis 
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Major Controls on Carbonates  

• Bathymetry – Sunlight, temperature & sea floor 

slope 

• Eustatic sea level – Function of climate & tectonics  

• Turbulence of water – Oxygen, CO2 & Clarity 

• Ocean circulation – Dissolution or precipitation 

• Nutrients – Clastic influx & ocean circulation 

• Climate belt – Tropical, temperate or polar 

• World atmosphere – Aragonite or calcite ocean 

• Tectonic setting – Ocean width & plate position 

• Biologic community – Beat of time  (evolving party)  

 

 



11.2 Carbonate Shelf (nonreef) Environment 

Depositional setting 
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Sedimentation processes 
Physical Processes 





Skeletal and 

sediment 

characteristics 

of carbonate 

deposits 



Limestone Textures 
Calcite are present in at least three forms: 

1. Carbonate grains 

2. Microcrystalline calcite (微晶質方解石, or micrite:微晶質灰泥,微晶石灰岩) 

3. Sparry calcite (粗粒方解石) 

1. Carbonate Grains (allochems): carbonate grains typically range in size from coarse silt (0.02 mm) to 

sand (up to 2 mm), but larger particles such as fossil shells also occur. They can be divided into five basic 

types, each characterized by distinct differences in shape, internal structure, and mode of origin: 

A. Carbonate Clasts (lithoclasts): Rock fragments that were derived either by erosion of ancient limestones 

exposed on land (this type of grain is called extraclasts外積岩屑) or by erosion of partially or completely 

lithified carbonate sediments within a depositional basin (intraclasts內積岩屑). The term lithoclast is used in 

non-distinguishable extraclasts and intraclasts. Lithoclasts range in size from very-fine sand to gravel. 

 

B. Skeletal Particles (bioclast, 化石): Occur as whole microfossils, whole larger fossils, or broken fragments of 

larger fossils. They are the most common kind of grain in carbonate rocks.   

 

C. Ooids (鮞石): Coated carbonate grains that contain a nucleus of some kind – a shell fragment, pellet, or 

quartz grain – surrounded by one or more thin layers or coating (the cortex) consisting of fine calcite or 

aragonite crystals. Oolites (鮞狀石灰岩): Rocks that contain mainly of ooids. Grains with similar internal 

structures to that of ooids but larger in grain size, > 2mm, are called pisoids (for rock it is called pisolite豆石). 

Oncoids (藻粒體): spherical stromatolites (疊層石) that reach a size exceeding 1 to 2 cm. Oncolite: 核形石 

 

D. Peloids (球粒): grains that are composed of microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline calcite or aragonite and that 

do not display distinctive internal structures. Peloids are generally of silt to fine-sand size (0.03-0.1 mm). 

The most common kind of peloids are fecal pellets (糞球) , produced by organisms that ingest calcium 

carbonate muds and extrude undigested mud as pellets. 

 

E. Aggregate Grains (rare): Irregular carbonate grains that consist of two or more carbonate fragments 

(pellets, ooids, fossil fragments) joined together by a carbonate-mud matrix that is generally dark colored 

and rich in organic matter. 



A. Rounded carbonate clasts cemented by 

sparry calcite. 

B. Angular to subangular carbonate clasts 

in a micrite matrix. 

C. Skeletal grains (B:苔蘚蟲類, Br:腕足動
物, C: 海百合, F:有孔蟲) cemented with 

sparry calcite.  

D. Normal ooids cemented with sparry 

calcite. 

E. Radial ooids cemented with sparry 

calcite (white) and micrite (dark). 

F. Pellets cemented with sparry calcite. 

Types of carbonate grains 

Boggs (2006) p.163 



Marble Falls Fm – 

Central Texas 

Kendall Photo 

Oncolites 



2. Microcrystalline Calcite (or micrite): Carbonate mud (or lime mud) composed of very fine size (1~5 

microns, 0.001~0.005 mm) calcite crystals. Modern lime mud consists mainly of aragonite, while ancient 

carbonate mud consists mainly of calcite. Lime mud may contain small amounts of fine-grained detrital 

minerals such as clay minerals, quartz, feldspar, and organic matters. Micrite may be present as matrix 

Boggs (2006) p.167 

among carbonate grains, or it may make up most or all of a 

limestone. Micrite may be formed by inorganic precipitation of 

aragonite, later converted to calcite, from surface water 

supersaturated with CaCO3. Much modern carbonate mud appears 

to originated through organic processes. The presence of micrite 

indicates deposition under quiet-water conditions (analogous to 

siliciclastic mudrock).    

3. Sparry Calcite: Large crystals (on the order of 0.02~0.1 mm) of calcite that appear clear or white viewed 

with a hand lens or in plane light under a polarizing microscope. It is formed during diagenesis. They are 

distinguished from micrite by their larger size and clarity and from carbonate grains by their crystal shapes and 

lack of internal texture. The presence of sparry calcite cement in pore spaces indicates that grain framework 

voids were empty of lime mud at the time of deposition, suggesting deposition under high-energy flow 

Note: Micrites form as a matrix; sparry calcites form as a cement. 

condition. Sparry calcite can also form by recrystallization of primary 

depositional grains and micrite during diagenesis. 

Boggs (2006) p.167 

Boggs (2006) p.166 



Classification of carbonate rocks 

The principal parameters used in carbonate classification are the types of carbonate grains or allochems and the 

grain/micrite ratio. Folk (1962)’s classification is the most widely accepted one that bases on the relative 

abundance of three major types of constituents: (1) carbonate grains (allochems); (2) microcrystalline carbonate 

mud (micrite); and (3) sparry calcite cement. 

A. Classification based on dominant constituents (Folk) 

Boggs (2006) p.170 



The main allochems are oöids (鮞石), 

peloids(球粒), bioclasts (skeletal grains化
石) and intraclasts(內積岩屑). 

碎屑亮晶岩(Intrasparite) 
鮞石亮晶岩(Oösparite) 
生物亮晶岩(Biosparite) 
球粒亮晶岩(Pelsparite) 

碎屑微晶岩(Intramicrite) 
鮞石微晶岩(Oömicrite) 
生物微晶岩(Biomicrite) 
球粒微晶岩(Pelmicrite) 

微晶岩(micritic limestone) 

幼細岩(dismicrite, micrite with cavities (usually spar-filled) 

Allochems > 10% 

Allochems < 10% 

生物岩(biolithite, e.g, reef-rock or stromatolite) 

Folk’s classification scheme shown in Chinese 

鄧屬予 (1997) 



生物微晶岩 生物亮晶岩  

鄧屬予 (1997) 



Additional 

textural 

information 

can be added 

by use of the 

textural 

maturity terms 

shown here: 

Boggs (2006) p.171 

Informal names for carbonate rocks: 

• Coquina (殼灰岩屑) a mechanically sorted and abraded, poorly consolidated carbonate sediment 

consisting predominantly of fossil debris; Coquinite (殼灰岩) is the consolidated equivalent. 

• Chalk (白堊) is soft, earthy, fine-textured limestone composed mainly of the calcite tests of floating micro-

organisms, such as foraminifers. 

• Marl (泥灰岩) is an old, rather imprecise, term for an earthy, loosely consolidated mixture of siliciclastic 

clay and calcium carbonate.  



B. Classification based on depositional texture (Dunham) 

Boggs (2006) p.173 



A limestone block on the 

Tsengwenchi river bed 

Rock name:  

(a) Folk’s classification:_______________ 

   

(b) Dunham’s classification:____________  



a, b: Ooids composed of aragonite showing concentric structure and a nucleus. Meniscus 

cement (b) precipitated in vadose zone; c: calcite ooids, Oolitic grainstone; d: formerly 

aragonitic ooids, now composed of calcite with poor preservation of original concentric 

structure and oomoulds.  

Tucker (2001) 



a: Peloids; b,c: bivalve fragments with micrite envelope; d: peloids and bivalve with 

micrite envelope; e: sponge boring filled with micrite.  

Tucker (2001) 



a, b: calcitized bivalve shells with sparry calcite cement; c: gastropods (腹足類); d,e: Brachiopod(腕足類)   

Tucker (2001) 



a: Rugose coral (四射珊瑚); b: Scleractinian coral (石珊瑚) and a boring with geopetal structure; c; 

Forams; d Nummulites (貨幣石) ; e: Miliolids. 

Tucker (2001) 



Tucker (2001) 

a: Dasyclad algae; b: calcareous red algae, isopachous marine cement; c: calcified microbes; 

d: microbial mat of dolomite; e, f: stromatolite   



Tucker (2001) 

a: coral with agragonite cement; b: isopachous calcite cement; c: isopachous marine cement, 

then internal sediment of peloids, followed by drusy calcite cement; d: hardground. 



Tucker (2001) 

a, b: Fusulinid foraminifer cemented by radiaxial fibrous calcite; c, d: syntaxial calcite overgrowth cement.  



Tucker (2001) 

a: cementing in meteoric vadose zone; b, c: calcite spar; d: sutured contacts because of compaction; e: 

microspar-pseudospar formed during neomorphism; f: Ooids with scattered dolomite rhombs.   



Tucker (2001) 

a: Dolomitized oolite with stylolite. Xenotopic dolomite below stylolite and idiotopic dolomite 

above; b: dolomitized grainstone; c: Baroque dolomite; d: delolomite; e: dolomite moulds 



Examples of modern carbonate platforms 





South Florida Bay Area 
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Examples of modern carbonate platforms 



The Bahamas Islands 
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Ooid Shoals 

• Form linear bodies 

parallel to basin  

• Shoaling upward 

cycles common 

• Sheets not 

uncommon 

• Locally confined 

“channel fill” 

• Fauna stressed but 

moderately 

cosmopolitan 



Grapestone 

Shoals 
• Commonly 

grains form top 

of shoaling 

upward cycles  

• Sheet-like 

geometry 

common 

• Fauna 

moderately 

cosmopolitan 



Pelloid 

Shoals 
• Grains occur 

within 

shoaling 

upward 

cycles  

• Sheet-like 

geometry 

common 

• Fauna low 

diversity 



Bahamian Platform 



Bimini Ooid Shoal – 

Bahamas 



Joulter’s 

Keys 

Ooid 

Shoals 

- 

Wide 

spread 

Sheet of 

parallel 

bodies 



Joulter’s Key Tidal Channel 

Kendall Photo 



Examples of ancient carbonate platforms 

Delaware Basin 

(western Texas 

and southern 

New Mexico) 

 

Permian (Guadalupian)  

Carbonate  



Basin Slope Lst 

& Clastic Cycles 

Thin Basinward 

Shoaling 

Upward 

Sabkha 

Cycles 

Basin 

Margin 

Massive 

Lst 

Kendall Photo 



Basin 

Fill 

Open Marine Shelf 

Margin 

Slope 

Restricted 

Tidal Flats  

& Lagoon 







8.3 Slope/Basin Carbonates 





11.4 Organic Reef Environments 

Depositional Setting 

Modern reef and reef enviroments 



Fringing Reef (Lungkeng, Hengchun)  



Measuring the heights of uplifted fringing reef 



Patch Reefs – Belize 



• Organic build ups shoal 
up Setting: break in 
slope to local highs  

• Sediment: bioclastic 
sands, rubble, silts & 
muds 

• Subaerial to submarine 
erosion surfaces 

• Fauna: restricted 
stressed basal pioneer 
to diverse at crest 

Carbonate Shelf Buildups 



Great Barrier Reef 



Atoll in Donhsha (東沙環礁) 



Atoll in Pacific 



The images above show animated model outputs of an atoll subject to a 3rd order 

sea level curve and a dominant wind direction from NW to SE.  

Warrlich, G.M.D., Bosence, D.W.J., Waltham, D.A., Wood, C., Boylan, A., Badenas, B., 2008, 3D stratigraphic forward 

modelling for analysis and prediction of carbonate platfrom stratigraphies in exploration and production. Marine and 

Petroleum Geology 25, p.25-58.  

Growth of an atoll 



Marine Shelf 

Mud Mounds 

 Lenses of organically 
constructed build ups 
with channels 

 Prograde horizontally 
or shoal up  

 Break in slope of a 
beach or local highs  

 Sediments trapped by 
organisms inludes 
carbonate muds,  silts 
to bioclastic sands and 
rubble 

 Shoal up from  
restricted pioneer 
community to climax 
fauna 

 stromotactis cavities 
in carbonate silts & 
muds 



Reef organisms 





Reef deposits 



Ancient Reefs 



Patch 

Reefs  
 Organic 

build ups 

 Shoal up  

 Break in 
slope or 
local high 

 Sediments 
include 
bioclastic 
sands, 
rubble, muds,  
silts 

 Restricted 
pioneer 
community 
to climax 
fauna 



 Carbonate Shelf – Jurassic - 

Morocco 

Shoaling Up Cycles 

Kendall Photo 





11.5 Mixed Carbonate-Siliclastic Systems 



11.6 Evaporite Environments 
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United Arab Emirate Coast 
Tidal 

Deltas 

Arid Climate  

Coastal 

Evaporite 

System Reef & 

Lagoon 





Ancient Evaporite Environments 



Differences between Clastics & Lst 



Major Variables in Carbonates 



Lecture Conclusions 
• Shelf has wide spread continuous sheets that tend 

to shoal up 

• Outer shelf:- heterogeneous carbonates with mix of 
linear bodies  parallel to basin & perpendicular to it!  
Local build up form lenses 

• Inner shelf:- dominated by mud prone sheets with 
evaporites & or clastic channels and sheets 

• Margin:  Massive and heterogeneous, most porous 
but least prone to seal 

• Down slope sheets that thin down slope & may be 
grain prone in distal portions 

• Basinal couplets of mud & shale from mix of 
pelagic & shelf sources 

• Evaporites occur when basin is isolated 


